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All About Eve is a American drama film written and directed by Joseph L. Mankiewicz, Praised by critics at the time of its
release, All About Eve received a record 14 Academy Award nominations and won six, including Best Picture.

She pulls it out and checks the lining, retrieving a note from Eve that reads, " Sorry Baby X. Eve says she can
and stabs her before rolling Villanelle onto her back and straddling her. Kasia is in London and will be
interviewed tomorrow as a witness to Kedrin's murder. She buys a postcard of the painting and sends it to Eve,
along with a message imploring the agent not to forget about her. Wait, did you lose an eye?! Once in prison,
Villanelle changes into a prison uniform and undergoes a cavity search. He tries to show affection toward
Nadia but is rebuffed. He provides her with Nadia's location in Wing B, Cell 21 and slides a blade across his
desk. In the prison, Villanelle makes her way with the guard's keys to Cell B but Nadia is not there. Villanelle
gets in the van and quickly recognizes the woman Nadia in the passenger seat who attacks her. As Villanelle
and Konstantin walk through Paris, she argues with him about letting her complete her next assignment. She
replies it was because he was slowing Eve down. She is Natalia Popova who has been imprisoned for stealing
hats. Eve arrives at the club and explains to the bouncers that she needs to get in because she is with the
British authorities and it is an emergency. Villanelle comments on Niko's mustache as Eve asks her why she is
there. Corber, who has studied homophobia within the cultural context of the Cold War in the United States,
posits that the foundational theme in All About Eve is that the defense of the norms of heterosexuality ,
specifically in terms of patriarchal marriage, must be upheld in the face of challenges from female agency and
homosexuality. Villanelle viciously bites into Inga's neck before the guards enter and drag her away.
Villanelle turns around and smiles at Bill before heading toward him. The van stalls and Frank takes his
opportunity to run. She tries to stop the bleeding from Kasia's throat but Kasia dies. Villanelle watches as de
Mann suffers a fatal asthma attack. Villanelle waits out front with Diego while Nadia takes the back.


